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1 Introduction
We have studied recently ([1], hereafter denoted as I) the quaxk-
antiquatk system in the confining vacuum. Starting from the
QCD Lagrangian and assuming the minimal area law for the
Wilson loop we have derived the dynamics of the system, where
in addition to quark and antiquarfc also the QCD string appears
at large distances, R > T9> where T§ is the correlation length
of the gluokr vacuum.

We have found in I the Hamiltonian of the system in the c m .
frame, which contains degrees of freedom of quarks and those
of the string. The latter enters via an auxiliary function v1

introduced in I, which physically measures the energy density
of the string.

The Hamfltonian describes two different limiting regimes
(fcr light quarks); for low orbital momentum nr >> L one ob-
tains the relatWistic linear potential Hamiltonian [2] describing
radial excitations, while fcr high L >- nr one gets the regime
of a rotating string.

it is remarkable that when correction terms are taken into
account both regimes yield [3] almost the same standard slope
a* = (2JTGT)~* of Regge trajectories. This outcome also agrees
with the result of numerical quantization in [4]. Our deriva-
tion in I essentially exploited the cm. frame, and we have
neglected in the path Integral the backtracking paths of the
quark and antiquark, arguing that those arc suppressed on dy-
namical grounds.

The light-cone frame is advantageous from several points of
view. First, the light-cone dynamics is believed to be simpler,
especially for perturhative contributions [5]. Second, the back-



tracking paths do not contribute on the light cone for kinemat-
ical reasons. Last, but not the least, the light-cone formalism
based on light-cone Hamiltonian, allows one to make contact
with the parton picture in QCD [6] and to calculate formfac-
tors and structure functions in terms of the eigenfunctions of
the light-cone Hamiltonian.

Recently a promising formalism was proposed and shown to
be effective at least for treatment of perturbative interaction
- the light cone quantization [7]. Our light-cone Hainiltonian
which will be obtained below in section 2 contains also the
nonpertuxbative interaction between quacks - th« string, and
one can test on it methods of [7] or modification of those.

It is a purpose of the present paper to apply the method of
I in the light-cone frame and to calculate the light-cone Hamil-
tonian for the system of quark and antiquark in the nonpertur-
bative (confining) vacuum. As in I, we exploit the forraalism of
the Feynman-Schwinger representation for the qq Green's func-
tion [8,9] together with the Hamiltonian formalism of [10,9].
We neglect for simplicity quark pair creation and perturbative
gluon exchanges, concentrating only on the nonperturbative
interaction, producing (initially in Euclidean space) the min-
imal area surface, bounded by paths of quark and antiquark.
The Hamiltonian we are looking for, depends on the chosen
evolution parameter r and is defined after continuation into
Miukowski space on the 3-hypersurface (light cone plane) in
U.

The quantum Hamiltonian is in general both first and sec-
ond quantized, i.e. is an operator in terms of field creation-
annihilation operators and also an operator in space of coordi-
nates of particles and antipartides.



Since as in I we use the minima! area law asymptotics (which
corresponds to neglect of string excitations ) and neglect quark
pair creation together with perturbative gluon exchanges there
is a possibility to obtain only first-quantized Hamiltonian. The
price paid in I was that backtracking paths had to be neglected
too, since they correspond (after approximations beeing made)
to pair creation processes from the vacuum. We find below the
light-cone Hamiltonian , which is again only first-quantized,
and additiona] neglect of no backtracking is not necessary since
it is contained automatically in the light-cone frame.

Thus the light-cone dynamics also reduces to the relativistic
quantum mechanics of quarks connected by the string, as in I,
but without additional assumptions.

As well as in I we find two dynamical regimes of the "min-
imal" QCD string (corresponding to the minimal area law
asymptotics of the averaged Wilson loop): for large orbital
excitations L ~ \L2\ >̂ nT the mass squared M2 and the total
momentum I\ are determined by the rotating in transverse
plane string contribution; for Urge radial quantum numbers
nT 3> /. one gets the relativistic potential llamiltonian so that
the string contribution is "inert" in the leading order. We find
the agreement between the calculations of the spectrum in the
limit L ~~•• oc or nr —• oo in the rest and light cone frames.
postponing the detailed comparison of the Hegge trajectories
in I and II till the next publication.

We postpone the detailed discussion of relation of our Hamil-
toian \o the standard relativistic quantum mechanics formal-
ism [11 ].[ 12] based on the Dirar paper [l l] till the next publica-
tion. We note only that usual assumption, that the interaction
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doesn't contribute to the total momentum P+ and to the or-
bital momentum is not valid for our system because the string
carries the part of JF+.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the light-
cone Hamiltonian is derived from our general expressions in
I. In Section 3 we study the spectrum of the obtained Hamil-
tonian and elaborate in detail the limiting cases such as the
t'Hooft's 1+1 QCD at Nc -+ oo, the heavy quarkonia case
and three limiting relativistic regimes. Section 4 is devoted to
summary and conclusions. In Appendix we establish a connec-
tion between our approach and t'Hooft 1-f 1 QCD equation.

2 The light-cone Hamiltonian
T

Given a qq Green's function in the coordinate space G(xx* yy),
where xx(yy) are final (initial) 4-coordinates of quark and anti-
quark, one can define the Hamiltonian H through the equation
(in the Euclidean space-time)

§-** («)
where T is an evolution parameter corresponding to some choice
of a 3d hypersurface E. In the particular case of the cm.
Hamiltonian in I the role of T is played by the center-of-mass
Euclidean time coordinate T = Sx^ and tbe hypersurface £
is a hyperplane x± = z\ = const.

In general, if is a i) second - quantized and a ii) first -
quantized operator, which means that i) H has matrix ele-
ments connecting different number of particles and ii) H is an
operator acting on the coordinates of each particle.



In our case, we neglect all ptrturbative gluon exchanges
(small a, at all distances [13]) and quark-pair creation (small
1 /AV) and keep only nonperturbative confining interaction lead-
ing in Euclidea.il space to the area law of the Wilson loop. With
all that, the firs I-quantized Hamiltonian can be defined only at
large distances R ^> Tg [14] where Tg is the vacuum correlation
length [15].

Thus the problem becomes that of relativistic quantum me-
chanics and in 1 we have found the relativistic Hamiltonian in
the cm. frame.

In this paper we aim at. finding Hamiltonian in the light-cone
frame, which can be done directly via (2.1) and the Feynman-
Schwinger representation of the qq Green's function [8,9]. This
type of analysis in a more general case, when also perlurbative
giuons are taken into account, will be a subject of another
publication, and here instead we shall follow the formalism of
I. adjusting it to our specific frame.

With the notations for the vectors ah,bfl

ab — atlb^ — a,fc, — «ô o — flj^i + a J . -f a .^ , , (2.2 i

one can define the hypersurface £ through the qq coordinates
z^.£h as

:+(r) = z+{f) (2.3)

and the kinetic part A' 4- A' of the action A, (I,eqs(25-26)).

.4 = A* + A'-f aSmm, (2.4)



has the form (after the continuation of eq.(22) into the Eucle-
dian space)

K + * = i i' ft*)*' + IJ! %f)df + LIJ!

where instead of proper time r we have used 2+ and introduced
new variables /ii,/X2 via

2Mz+) = ^r; 2 M 2 ( ^ ) - ~ : ; *+ = *+ (2.6)

The condition of no backtracking £+,i+ > 0 discussed above
implies /ii > 0,/tfj > 0. Dots in (2.5) imply derivatives in z+,
while

r = s ^ i = *+ (2.7)
For the minimal area surface Smtn we use the approximation

that it is the worldsheet of the straight Ifne connecting ^(*+ )
and zM(z+) with the same value of the evolution parameter z+,

Srun = £dz+ JQ
l d0[w2w12 - (ww1)2]1'2 (2.8)

where
tuM(*+;/3) = z»{z+)(3 4- z^(z+)(l - ;9) (2.9)

and dot and prime denote derivatives in ?+ and (3 respectively.
This approximation corresponds o the instantoneous forma-

tion of the string (flux tube) in accordance with the positions
of quarks as in [10,1]. We now introduce "center-of-masses"
and relative coordinates,(see[16] for a detailed discussion)

^ i^ , r,, = ^-fM (2.10)



where function x(r) will be determined below and also auxil-
iary functions »?(/?,x+),v(6,x+) as in I will enter our action to
get rid of the square root in (2.8).

Similarly to I we obtain

G(xx, yy) = j Dni(z* )Dfx2{z+)Du • DrjDR(iDrtte-A (2.11)

where
1 tT

A = - / dz+{axR\ + 2ajH. - 2 c i ^ r x + 2a2R1r1 +(2.12)

4 2a2r_ — 2c2rirJL -f
and we have used notations

" *) - «M2 + ^ d(3u{\ - x^ - x(l - /8)) (2.14)

(2.15)
«

(2.17)

(2.18)

One can determine now x(r) from the requirement that R
is to be decoupled from f to provide the diagonalization [16]
of the quadratic velocity part of the action (2.12). Formally it
results in the condition aj « 0 which gives

W (219)
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As we shall see from Section 3 function x(r) plays the role of
the Feinraan light cone variable

Integration over TJ in (2.11) with A given by (2.12) can be
done in the same way as in I and one gets a new effective
action A' (here and in what follows we take into account only
the exponent and not the preexponential factor, since we are
interested in terms in the exponent linearly growing with T).
We have

A' = \
2

a j . ji

—x- + - i+o l(i25.+2«-) + a s r i+ ~dBr\ (2.20)

where we define < /3 >- Ji/0d3/ fi/d/3.
We now proceed as in I to integrate over DR^ instead of

DR using relations

f (2.21)

Fixing the frame of reference we finally have AM —* P^, where
PM is total cm . momentum so that one obtains for P± = 0 the
new effective action

where uk - J>(/3, z+)(/?- < 0 >)kdp. Integration over DR-
yields 6(ai - P+) with an important constraint

oi = P+ (2.23)



while integration over DR+ is trivial since A' does not depend
on R+.

It is convenient to represent the constant (2.23) (existing for
any point z+, so that we have 7r,6(ai(z!,_) — P+)) introducing
the following representation of 6 - function

% , ( z + ) - i>+) = ~ /Da(z+]e«'+Ka>™-p+) (2.24)

Furthermore we go over into the Minkowski space, which
means that

a, -4 -iaf, A -* ~iAM (2.25)
For the Minkowski action we obtain (omitting from now on the
superscript M everywhere)

(2.26)

|1 + 2a(a,-P+)}

Let us now define the H?vmiltonian, corresponding to the
action A**

AM = fdz+LM , / / = Plr± - LM (2.27)

with px — ̂ jr~' Simple calculations lead to the following ex-
pression

2 l a i HI a3 ~- 2 v '
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where we have used notations

7 = fo(< P > ') = «i(x —

and the condition (2.23) is implied.
We note that additionally to canonically conjugated pairs

{x,(P+r_)} (see Section 3 for a short discussion), {j?j.,ri}
Hamiltonian (2.28) contains the auxiliary field V(T,J3) playing
the role of the string energy density. Variables (J-i,li2,a3 a r e to
be expressed with the help of eqs. (2.19), (2.23) in terms of z

.and v.
The integration over I/(T,0) effectively amounts [1] to the

substitution into eq. (2.28) its extremal value

r U , - = 0 (2.29)

Only after this substitution one is to construct the operator
Hamiltonian acting on the wave functions (for more detailed
discussion see forthcoming paper).

The Hamiltoman (2.28) is the central result of our paper.
In the next section we shall study its properties.

3 Properties of the light-cone Hamiltonian

We consider in this section the case of heavy quarks and then
different limiting relativistic regimes of the light-cone Hamil-
tonian.
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3.1 Heavy quark limit of light-cone Hamiltonian

Assuming that quark masses are large,

(3-1)

one can prove that v does not depend on 0 in the leading
order. Let us introduce the variable y — ~p~ corresponding to
the part of the total momentum carried by the string. We shall
demonstrate that the effective values of y satisfy the condition

• » < 1 (3.2)

First one is to expand kinetic part of (2.28) around the ex-
tremal value of x

*„, = - ^ - (3-3)

with the result

(mi + m2)
2 + 2(mi -f m2)~-(p^ + p\) + (mi + m2)

2y (3.4)
2m

where m = mimj/(mi -f ni2) and we defined
pz = (mi + m2)(x - nt|/(mi + ?n2)) (35)

We stress here that kinetic part of eq. (2.28) actually contains
not only the analog of the rest frame kinetic term ^V, but also
the part of the potential (mi 4- 1112)1/• Therefore the liamil-
tonian (2.28) can not be represented in relativistic case as a
sum of pure kinetic and pure potential term as it is assumed
in some approaches [12].

Substituting (3.4) into (2.28) one arrives at the Hamiltonian
in the form where auxiliary function y participates

B (( + rf + 2< + ^ ^ + & +(36^



1Z

(( 3 ) ( i i ^ f , \
ry xmi-fm2 2(mi + m2) y

The integration over y in the path integral with the Hamilto-
nian (3.6) amounts [1] to the insertion of the extremal value of

ft, = - ^ ~ • M. + (-^-f)-1" (3-7)

and the condition (3.2) is indeed satisfied.
Finally introducing rx, canonically conjugated to pz (3.16)

via relation

one obtains the Hamiltonian of heavy quarfcooia in the light—
cone system: ,

{ K + m2f + 2(m,

or since J5Tnonrei = ^-M^r, one has in the leading order

Mnr 3 TOl + nu + i / -f »(#!, (3.10)

in agreement witb the usual nonrelativistic result in the cm.
system. We note also that variable (x — m^Tt.) is canonically
conjugated to (P+r_), which follows from eqs. (3.5), (3.8).

We emphasize that after elimination of the auxiliary func-
tion the 0(3) rotation invariance of the Hamiltonian is recov-
ered, which ensures that our straight-line anzatz on light-cone
is compatible with the conservation of the angular momentum.
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3.2 Relativistic dynamical regimes on light-cone

To consider relativistic Tegimes of the "minimal" QCD string
with quarks in terms of light-cone variables, it is profitable to
make correspondence with the dynamics of the system in the
rest frame where as we proved in I there exist two limiting rel-
ativistic regimes. For the case of large orbital excitations (case
1 in what follows) L >̂ nr (nr is the radial quantum number)
the system behaves as the rotating string, which carries the
main part of the orbital momentum and the energy. In the
opposite case nr ^ L (case 2) the string is nearly pure in-
ert (constituting in the leading order the linear potential) and
almost doesn't contribute into the kinetic part of the Hamil-
tonian. We have found in I that the spectrum is very close to
the following asymptotic form

Ml = 27rcr(2nr -f I + const) (3.11)

When one goes over to the light-cone, there appears as we will
demonstrate three different dynamical regimes, which can be
connected to the two aforementioned of the rest frame ones by
an infinite boost along c-axis. To establish this relation we
are to recover first the counterpart of the rest frame rz on the
light cone. From the expression (3.8) for the heavy quarkonia
limit of the Hamiltonian (2.28) one can anticipate, that it is
the combination

(P+T-VM (3.12)

where A/ is the total meson mass which corresponds to the
rest frame rt component. We note hore that expression (3.12)
obviously takes into account well known Lorentz squeezing of
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longitudinal size for moving objects and determines the proper
longitudinal scale of the light cone dynamics.

Due to the fact, that z-axis is distinguished from transverse
ones the limiting dynamical regimes on the light cone are real-
ized either for stretched configuration

| P + r" ' > Kl (3-13)
M

or for squeezed into the perpendicular plane one

M
(3.14)

To form the corresponding wave packets in the rest frame
one is to use for a given L ^ 1 the set of adjoint Legendre poly-
nomials Pi(cos$), \Lt\ < L. If A0 is angular smearing of the
configuration with respect to z-axis, then the stretched wave
packet, \rz\ >• \r±\ is constructed from a set of n ~ 1/A0 poly-
nomials p£" with \LZ\ <C L. On the other hand the squeezed
configuration \rz\ <C |rjj is to be formed with use of n ~ 1/AO
different polynomials with (L — \LZ\) <C L.

To consider these dynamical limits on light cone we first
note that in the (almost) 2+1 squeezed case there are two
independent possibilities to excite the system. The first one
is to increase \LZ\ % L keeping the radial quantum number to
be constant. As we will derive below this regime on light cone
corresponds to the transverse rotating string with the spectrum
M2 =-. 2P+H

M2 — 2irer • L, L » \LX\ > nr (3.15)

In the opposite case, nr > I « \Lt\ the transverse linear po-
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tential describes the excitations of nr

(2|Pii + ^ | r J ) (3.16)

so that
M2 -+ 2«r(2nr) , nr > L « |X,| > 1 (3.17)

We emphasize that these regimes can be interpreted as the
transverse projections of the proper rest frame regimes. In
contrast to that on the light cone there exists a quasi 1 + 1
dynamics of the stretched configuration peculiar for this frame
and described, as we will prove, by the well known 14-1 QCD
Hamiltonian of t'Hooft [17].

H - ;77r(2*l*V--!W > L > \Lt\ (3.18)

Longitudinal excitations of this configuration obviously corre-
spond in the rest frame to the increase of nr. Taking into
account the proper boundary conditions one obtains

M2 -> 2iror(2nr) , nr > L > \Lt\ (3.19)

We can conclude that at least asymptotically one recovers
the rest frame form (3.11) of the spectrum, so that the regime
(3.15) is the analog of the rest frame string regime while the
regimes (3.16) and (3.18) are the counterparts of the rest frame
potential dynamics.

Let us derive now the light cone asymptotics, discussed
above. 3

We start with stretched configuration (3.13) and consider
first 1 + 1 analog of OUT Hamiltonian (2.28). To go over to the
two dimensional case one should omit everywhere transverse
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degrees of freedom; some care is needed for the r\ terms in the
denominators: one should keep in mind that v is an auxiliary
function which can be redefined since it is to be found from
the condition of the extremum (2.29). Correspondingly we
introduce v via

v 2 ufr\ (3.20)

which stays nonzero, while v and r\ tend to zero; putting in
eq. (2.28) p± ~ 0 and r^ — 0 one obtains the one-dimensional
Hamiltonian

Here we used notation

It is clear from (3.21) that utzt does not depend on (3 (since
i~(Tj\ does not depend on it), and we can rewrite

4 ^ 4 (3.22)

Taking into account that u —*• 0 at r\ —+ 0 one obtains

P+ = ai = HI + /z2 + VQ -»/it + ^ (3.23)

Finally the Hamiltonian after substitution of the extremum
value of i> takes the form

(3.2.1)
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Expressing /zj, fi2 in terms of the familiar z parameter (2.1^9),
0 < x < 1

we get

and comparing with H = -jjr one has finally

2 2

(3.27)
+

x 1 — x
Since i is canouically conjugated to P.fr_ (see (3.3) and (3.8))
equation (3.27) is to be considered as an cperatoi equation for
the wave function ^(x) of a meson in the light-cone system

^ ) ( ) f K(x,y)V(y)dy = M 8 *^) (3.28)
a: 1 — x * '

The operator iT is easily obtained from the Fourier transform
of the last term in eq.(3.8)

Our equation (3.28) with the integral kernel (3.29) coincides
with the t'Hooft integral equation, obtained in the framework
of the 1 + 1 QCD for Nc —•• oo [17], when a proper identifica-
tion of parameters is made (for details of this comparison see
Appendix).

A. Let us consider the 3-j-l limit (3.19) when nr > L > \h?\
ajid the stretching condition (3.13) is satisfied. For this asymp-
totics one can keep only the following terms in the Hamiitoniau
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(2.28)

Substituting the extremal values of y(r,

one obtains for the resulting Hamiltonian in the leading order

This is again the well known t'Hooft Hamiltonian for 1+1
QCD. In the 3+1 QCD case it corresponds to the asymptotics
(3.13) which leads to the following spectrum of eq. (2.28) (see
Appendix for details).

M2 = 2xa{2nr) , nr > L > \LZ\ (3.33)

We have identified here the longitudinal excitations of the sys-
tem with the radial quantum number excitations in agreement
with consideration given above.

We note here that in this regime the string contribution is
dominant, but corresponds to the light cone longitudinal linear
potential. As a result y = v/P+ doesn't depend on parameter
{3 along the string and we arrive at the dynamics which is the
counterpart of the potential regime (case 2) of the rest frame.

B. Next, we consider the case of configuration (3.14), when
L fa \Lt\} and the radial quantum number of the Hamiltonian
(2.28) n r is very large,

(3.34)
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so that condition (3.14) is satisfied. In this case one can keep
in (2.28) only the fourth and the fifth terms on the r.h.s. and
write

# L r A j P \ . _ a _

where z(r,,3) = 1 - y(r,0) = 1 -
Extremum in x and z is achieved for x = ^ and

The leading term in (3.35) looks like

(3-37)

and yields the mass spectrum .

M2 = 2xcr(2nr), n r = l , 2 t . . . (3.38)

Here we have identified the transverse radial excitations with
the excitations of radial quantum number nr.

In this potential like regime the string and the quarks make
comparable contribution to M2. The string constitutes the
transverse linear potential, so that one has string energy den-
sity f/P+ independent on j3 which corresponds to the case 2 of
the rest frame.

C. Consider now the case of large L « |-£*|» which corre-
sponds to the configuration (3.15), discussed at the beginning
of this Section. As in the previous case, the motion is almost
in the transverse plane, both p± and r± are large and roughly
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perpendicular to each other so that condition (3.14) is satisfied.
The dominant terms in (2.28) are

where a$(y) — a3/P+ . We can find the extremal value of r2
±

from (3.39) and obtain the effective Hamiltonian of the trans-
verse rotating string without quarks.

/ ^ (3.40)

with the conditions that 03 is given by (2.15) and PL = a\.
The minimization of Hcff with respect to y{r,/3) under the

constraint a.\ = P+ yields as in I for the limiting case (3.15).

and
H'» = WS Af,' = 2 « I (312)

Thus we recover for the configuration 2, where \LZ\ « L ^> nr,
again the correspondence with the rest frame spectrum (3.11).

In this string regime (case 1 of the rest frame) the main
contribution comes from the rotating transverse string and
as a consequence v/P+ does depend on 3 in accordance with
Lorentz gamma factor (see I for details).

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have derived from the QCD Lagrangian the
light-cone Hamiltonian, describing quarks connected by the
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string and analyse different dynamical regimes of the system.
The main assumption (supported by the cluster expansion ar-
guments and lattice data [9j) is the area law for the Wilson
loop.

The resulting Hamiltonian (2.2S) is both reasonable and
unexpected. Reasonable, since the spectrum (estimated here
asymptotically) coincides with the cm. spectrum found in I,
and agrees well with experimental meson spectra [18].

The form of Hamiltonian is at the same time unexpected
from point of view of the standard light-cone theory developed
heretofore, ^he main new point in our formalism is the con-
siderable contribution of the string into the total momentum
P4 and orbital momentum L2. Therefore the usual separation
of the pure kinetic and pure potential part in the light-coue
Hamiltonian

£i (4.1)
where A/Q is the free particle kinetic part, is not valid here.
In our 3-f-l case the string is not inert and interacts in the
complicated way with quarks. In particular for the case (A) of
nr ^> L 3> \LZ\ one obtains

(4.2)

so that P+ enters M2 in the drastic way, which is unusual for
the standard formulation [11,12].

This fact is also supported by an independent argument -
a comparison with the l + l QCD shows that the dominant
term in the t'Hooft's equation coincides with (4.2), as we have
demonstrated it in Section 3.2 and Appendix.



The presence of nonperturbative string term like (4.2) is
unexpected also from the point of view of the light-cone quan-
tization approach [7], where nonperturbative contributions are
missing. In this context our Hamiltonian can be considered as
& useful lesson how to incorporate nonperturbative effects into
the formalism.

To complete the light-cone formalism for spinless quarks
connected by the string one needs to construct 4 dimensional
tensor M^, total angular momentum L2, check Poincare group
commutations between operators and compare cm. and light-
cone wave functions. It is also clear, that the wave function
^'(*iP±) i& to be found by numerical computations with the
Kamiltonian (2.28). This will allow numerous applications for
formfactors, structure functions etc.

The work in this direction is now in progress.
The authors acknowledge financial support of the Russian

Fund for Fundamental Research in the framework of the grant
93^02-14397.

We are grateful for useful discussions to A.S.Gorslri, L.A.Kon-
dratyuk, l.M.N&rodetsky and K.A.Ter-Martirosyan.



Appendix
Comparison of eq.(3.28) with the t'Hooft's equation

in the 1 - 1 QCD

One can rewrite the potential i-erm m (3.28) as

V{r_}\INr_) — j V(p - q)'^{qi-J- (A.I)
•* • ' 2 T T

where the Fourier transform. V\p) is denned via

V(p) = r V{{r_)eipr-dr- . V (̂r_N, = 2F*.<rjr.j (A.2)
J — no

For the integral in (A.2) to have sense, one lias to introduce a
cut-off e"7'7"-' and finally put 7 —* 0. With that from 1A.2) one
obtains

V[p) = 2PM- '—7; + 7 - J

With the definition of the principal value integral as in [17j one
has

where

r ip{k)dk i y y>(A? -Hi7)dffe 1 r y{k- i*r)dk t

t-r)2 l '

Insertion of (A.4)-(A.5) into (A.i) with the definitions

p — F.^x ; q ~ i-Ly 1 A.6)

allows finally to represent ; A. 1) -xs

la - tyi
(r_; = P I ~

(
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Eq.(A.7) coincides with the t'Hooft's kernel [17].
A special attention should be given to the mass terms in the

full t'Hooft's equation

( A .*

and m ; are the current quark masses.
In the i -j- 1 QCI) at AP, —- oo the mass shift {—g~/7r) is

due to the infrared region contribution of the selfe.nergy loop
graphs, and rhe negative sign is clue to attractive Coulomb
(confinement) interaction y'ir.. |. The situation is different in
the. 3 -~ I QCD. where the same loop graph is only ultravio-
let divergent and yields a usual renorinahzation ol the quark
j>ropm;aior. Therefore t.hore th^ current quark mass is defined
at some normalization scale (usually at ;i — ](i'c\) and is as-
cribed the k::ov.-n value (e.g. mu — AMeWmj — 7A/\*V etcj.
However due ic chiral synimctry breaking there ajjpears a cni-
rjil ma:is of quark in the form of a nonlocal gauge-rovariant
operator M{z,y) !19j.

At large distances, h > p ( where p is the average instan-
lon size, p -c 0._' -f Q.lifm) one can approximate M by a local
jjaugr-invariant rna>:s A/r>,, which finally enters into the Hamii-
toman (I. 73) via \/p~ -+- {̂ Wt>, -f r?i)2. The spectrum of (A.H)
is calculated in [17] and at large u the WK13 approximation
yields [17]

A/r* = (frrn - [m] +• m :
3)fnn -f C (A.10}

T h e constant in close to <72]7r.
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The lowest mass values for mi •= m- - 0, are approximately

Ml = 0; A/,2 = 0.6--; M\ ^ 1.43—

To compr-e with our eq.(3.28), one should replace g2 —* 2a.
The spectrum (A.10) is to be compared with that of relativistic
quark model [2], which asymptotically is

M
Ml = 4Kern + 2m2 + AmHn -~- •+- ml I A. 1 i}

m

with TTIQ = 37r<T. Taking into account that for 3+1 case only
odd solutions <p{r-) — —V?(T_) (and even n in eq. (a. 10)
)are relevant one can see a close correspondence of (A. 10) and
(A.ll) up to a constant 2m2 .

The wave functions <p(x), solutions of (A.8) behave at the
boundary r = 0 as V?(j;) "w x®x •* with Ttj3\ctgTc3\ + «i = 0 [17].
Boundary conditions are

= 0, n = l , 2 , . . . (A

Approximately ipn{x) ~ *inn7rx, n •= 1,2,... For mi •= T7i2 = 0
there appears a ground state n = 0 with Mo = 0 with wave
function 'p(x) = 1, which has no counterpart in 3 -f 1.
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